
Maximise your content monetization!

Non-linear
Content Centric Approach

Multi-platform & Device Rights
Automated Workflows

About Us
We build and maintain software products and services,  
and support our partners and clients in broadcasting and  
non-linear media. We create long-term relationships with our 
clients, business partners and professionals. We deem the 
relationships with our clients to be of the highest value as our 
mission is to provide “Efficiency with a human face”, through 
predictability, professionalism, and open communication.

We are a highly motivated team of professional software 
developers, consultants and technicians dedicated to improving 
broadcast operations. Our specialists provide PROVYS products 
and expertise based on many years of experience working 
on projects to meet customer requirements. We also offer 
consultancy services to optimize your workflow processes 
during the analytical stage of the project.

Module Overview
Our PROVYS Non-linear module can highly automate content 
publishing to any non-linear channels. 

PROVYS Non-linear helps you prepare the schedules for 
different platforms and devices with the following functionalities:
 〉 multidimensional rights registration
 〉 rights aware content searching
 〉 automated catch-up & preview scheduling
 〉 menu planning
 〉 continuous planning (including definable 
rules for series publishing)

The schedules enriched by metadata and materials are compiled 
and automatically delivered to the platforms. The built-in 
workflow engine significantly streamlines integration including:
 〉 EPG listings
 〉 promotion and trailer management
 〉 mini-playlist & packaging
 〉 media assets and devices

The integrated content library is the central point of any 
process in PROVYS. Combining workflows and metadata for 
both linear and non-linear help you gain synergies. Linear 
schedules automatically drive your catch-up and preview 
services. Centralized management of materials allows you to 
make sure that the right versions and formats are created and 
delivered to the right place. On top of that, we can also help 
you attract subscribers with tailored trailers, cross-promos 
and strategic publishing support.

PROVYS Non-linear is a great choice for all of you who already 
have PROVYS for linear operations. It multiplies the benefits 
of our content centric approach, but it can also be used as a 
standalone solution for managing everything non-linear.
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We always say PROVYS is an All-in-One Solution. It is one 
system working in one database that can cover all your needs 
when managing your TV channels. But it is a modular solution. 
Every customer is unique and we prefer to deploy a solution 
that corresponds to your current needs. That is the main reason 
we introduce six modules that are present in the PROVYS  
All-In-One Solution.

“We won’t let viewers miss 
that show again!”

Martina Vojtěchovská
VOD & Catchup Programmer
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